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Dear Leading in Context® Customer,  
  
This publication includes learning materials that provide a clear context for  
discussions about ethical leadership. It is designed to be used by leaders, 
trainers, teachers, professors and consultants who are skilled at facilitating 
group discussions. A skilled facilitator will know how to keep leaders from 
becoming judgmental as they listen to each other and will keep the focus 
on learning and discovery.   
  
My goal is to provide personalized service. I will post answers to the most 
frequently asked questions on the LeadinginContext.com website.  If you 
have questions, check the Q&A on the Store page first, to see if your  
question is answered there. If not, don’t hesitate to contact me. 
 
I welcome suggestions for Leading in Context® topics that you would like 
to learn more about. I do hope that you’ll take the time to let me know how 
this publication helps you and your organization.  
  
All the Best on Your Leadership Journey,  
  

Linda F. Thornton 
  

Linda Fisher Thornton 
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How We Think Shapes Our Leadership 

This leadership learning e-book focuses on the various ways that we may perceive                 
“different,”  how our perceptions change our leadership, and how our leadership changes the 
work environment in ways that may lead to unethical behavior.  

Perceptions of “Different” Impact Our Behavior 

How we think as leaders directly impacts our leadership behavior.  It compels us to act and to 
make decisions in the context of the value judgments we make.  

Unfortunately, we don’t always use the word “different” to describe things and people and ideas 
that are new to us. We often use less friendly words that indicate that the person or idea 
is wrong, misguided or harmful. When we are perceiving “different” as wrong, misguided or 
harmful, we are more likely to treat people in ways that are not respectful. When we are open to 
hearing “different” perspectives we are more likely to lead in responsible, inclusive ways.  
 
Five Leader Perceptions of “Different” 

Five different ways that leaders may perceive ideas and people who are “different” are shown 
below on a continuum from unethical to ethical.   
 
 

        Five Leader Perceptions of  “Different” 

 

     Unethical                        Ethical  
 
 
 “Different is      “Different is          “Different is         “Different is         “Different is  
   Dangerous”          Wrong”           Interesting” Good”     Essential” 

 

Ethical Implications of the Five Leader Perceptions 

Because our thinking process shapes our decisions, as leaders we must be careful to use    think-
ing processes that are inclusive and that respect the rights of other people to have their own per-
spectives and opinions. The “different” perspectives and opinions of those we lead do not un-
dermine our leadership position. In fact, it is those new ideas and perspectives that will help us 
keep our company adaptable, engaging and competitive in a global marketplace. 
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